
 

 

Sargent Additional Installation Tips 

This is a guide made by us at Magnum Motorhomes as an additional to the installation instructions 

supplied by Sargent. Sargent’s instructions can be a little tricky to follow we have created the below 

tips to aid you in installation.  

Tip 1:  

Mains looms: In the kit you get yellow, blue & white mains loom, this plugs into either port 1 or port 

2 on the under-side of the unit. They have moulded plugs on the end of each cable; this is a safety 

feature, to prevent you from plugging into the unit and having live mains cables. We suggest 

chopping off these plugs and connecting via standard mains junction box.  

The Yellow and White cables are 10amp and the Blue cable is 6amp cable. In a normal installation 

you would connect all mains sockets to either the White or Yellow cable. Then connect the mains 

from your water heater onto the blue connection. The third cable (Yellow or White whichever is left) 

is normally a spare, however if you have a 3 way fridge or a mains heating system, we would suggest 

connecting this to the remaining cable.  

You can buy an additional mains loom to create 3 more mains outputs, however these are not 

usually needed on a standard installation, which is why they are now supplied as standard by 

Sargent.  

Tip 2:  

12v looms: These do look a bit daunting when you first start, however if you remember that every 

“White with orange stripe” cable is a negative feed and the rest are just positive connections. For 

example you will have a positive and negative connection from your water pump, simply connect the 

water pump positive connection to the correct colour cables (According to the Sargent book) and 

the negative connection to the closest “White with orange stripe” cable. 

Tip 3:  

Water & Waste Gauge Kits (Only applies if you have the EC155/EC51 kit): In the waste & water 

loom pack you will get a float, 5 rubber studs & bolts, plus 2 looms. On each loom plugs one end 

directly into the EC51 control panel.  

The float is for the waste tank, you position this towards the top of your tank and when the water 

hits it, it will let you know the tank is full.  

The 5 studs and bolts are designed to drill into the side of your fresh water tank, divide the depth of 

the tank evenly, drill from the outside, and insert the rubber bung. Connect the correct colour ring to 

a bolt and screw into the rubber bung and tighten to create a seal. See diagram below.  



 

 

 

 


